Host ASM_SteveS says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

Kootenai Station at Red Alert! All park construction has ceased! The Operations Center has closed the station to all traffic!

What is happening to the power systems? How will they be restored to full power without a central core? Can Lieutenant Masters beat the odds?

There is an epidemic aboard the station. People are getting sick, dying and them becoming humanoid blanks. Is this the doings of the Mysterons? Can the good Doctor Sovok find out what is happening before the station's personnel become zombies? What of the unborn children on the station? The Doctor has his hands full.

These Mysterons are indeed a mystery. Can Counselor Torez uncover the truth? Will her mind become jelly from the intense thoughts of The Mysterons? Can she maintain her sanity?

Has Commander Rr'Vellan finally met her match? Will The Mysterons take her child? How can her security team fight what they cannot see? Who or what is in the shuttle that launched mysteriously?

Will the station go nova? How will Captain Marek keep his station from death? How will he keep his people from panic? Will his glorious career end with a bang and then nothing? Will his second in command have a station to come home to?

Let us now join our intrepid heroes as the uncover the mystery of "The Mysterons" Part III

Cast of Characters

Pablo Delsoglio as CO Captain Satok Marek
Steve Seliquini as XO Commander Rick Spicer
Gary Cole as CMO Commander Sovok
Kytra Seliquini as CTO Commander Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Juanita Wilson as CNS Commander Alana Torez

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as EMH
ASM-Steve Seliquini as The Mysterons and Captain Tillen

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Torez says:
::Sitting in the middle the floor in Main Ops.  Eyes closed, head down in her lap::

CEO_Masters says:
::In main engineering, making sure aux power is stable before installing a spare main core::

Host CO_Marek says:
::Standing next to the TAC console trying desperately to reroute the shuttle nav controls and find out who is inside it::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Screams in Sickbay::

Host EMH says:
::Jumps as he is startled by the sudden scream from the CTO.  Drops the tricorder on the floor::

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: Can you sense anything else on this mysterious being or beings?

CNS_Torez says:
::Hears many voices from the Mysterons...and yet still a loud scream of CTO::

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: Report Status

Host EMH says:
::Picks up the tricorder then rushes over to the CTO and begins waving his scanning device over her to get some readings:: CTO: Hmmm.....

Host CO_Marek says:
::Receives the telemetry and sensor data:: Self: What the ...

CNS_Torez says:
::Cannot raise her head, the voices are heavy in her mind,  she does not answer CO::

Host EMH says:
::Looks frantically from the tricorder to the CTO, to the tricorder, to the CTO as his other hand waves the scanning device faster and faster over her body:: CTO: You are pregnant, did you know that?

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: Sensor data indicates that the shuttle is empty, she is fliyng in autopilot mode... I am trying to reroute its controls in order to make it return as close as possible to the Station. Then you will take care of it.

CNS_Torez says:
::Begins rocking back and forth::

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: Can somebody answer me, for crying out loud?

Host EMH says:
::Eyes widen as he checks the tricorder readings:: CTO: AND something is happening to your baby!

CEO_Masters says:
::Instructs the other engineers to get the components for another core to be installed::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Bites her lip:: EMH: Yeah. ::Holds in another scream::

Host CO_Marek says:
::Notices the Counselor:: CNS: Commander Torez, are you all right? ::Moves next to her::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Captain, I didn't catch your message.  I've been trying to get power stabilized.  Please repeat?

Host EMH says:
::Drops the scanning device and taps his COM badge:: *CO*: Sickbay, here.  EMH speaking.  What is the nature of the medical emergency?

CNS_Torez says:
::Raises head::

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: EMH, I just wanted a simply status report... ..mumbles something about artificial intelligence::

Host EMH says:
Medic: Get this patient ready for emergency delivery, STAT!

Bryce (~Millerhb@1B7E8BF8.F95AC10D.1B053CFE.IP) has joined the conversation.

Host EMH says:
*CO*: We are very busy here.  Who is this?  We don't have time for reports!  We're dealing with life and death situations here!  EMH, out!

CNS_Torez says:
CO::  I hear so many voices from the Mysterons,  Some are inside the ship but most of them are from...out there!  ::Pointing to the view screen::

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: I am trying to recover the shuttle. It is empty and flying in auto pilot sequence. When the shuttle comes closer to the Station, I want you to engaged a tractor beam and recover it. Marek out.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Looks around:: EMH: What's going on?

Host EMH says:
<Medic> EMH: Yes, uhh....Doctor?  ::Grips the biobed and pushes it into the surgical bay.  Begins prepping the CTO for emergency surgery::

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*; EMH? How dare you.... I will take care of that later.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Understood, Sir.  Give me your mark, and I'll take over.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The shuttle's orbit around the station gets smaller.

Host CO_Marek says:
::Runs back to the TAC console and watches the screen::

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  They are focusing  now, Sir,...smaller and smaller groups of voices....Sir, there is something about babies...lots and lots of babies... They want babies Sir!

Host EMH says:
CTO: We must deliver the baby, Commander.  It is mutating almost has a transporter like effect, as though someone is trying to transport it out of the womb.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Cringes:: EMH: You have to save my baby!

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: What? Babies? This is outrageous... I

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  It seems the voices are trying to tell me about the many babies...they have...No!  That they Want, Sir!

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees the shuttle is within tractor range, engages tractor beam::

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: Sensor data indicates now the presence of a newborn aboard the shuttle:..

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: That would be the proper time, Lieutenant!

Host EMH says:
::Begins sterilizing his hands, waving them over a sterilization device:: CTO: That's what I intend to do, Commander.  Now lie back and allow the medics to prepare you.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> CNS: ~~~Babies...... killing..... babies......~~~

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Oh... NO!  Sir, put up a forcefield around that newborn, or... they will take it!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Tries to relax::

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: I will reinforce the Force field over the section where pregnant females are. Extra security teams are being dispatched.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The tractor beam engages momentarily then is deactivated by internal station systems.

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterion: ~~~ NO!  STOP!  YOU CANNOT!... Why, why do you want the babies?~~~

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: I will do... ::Taps on his console::

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The medic finishes preparing the CTO for surgery then pulls up an instrument table::

CEO_Masters says:
::Notices the tractor beam disengages, reroutes power and re-engages::

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: Darn, two more newborns aboard the shuttle are appearing on sensor reading.

CNS_Torez says:
::Stands, balls hands in fists, Begins screaming::

Host EMH says:
::Taps his COM badge:: *CO*: Acknowledged, now stop interrupting me!  I have a baby to deliver!  EMH, out!  ::Moves towards the biobed and nods to the medic:: CTO: Now, I'm going to give you a little something for the pain.  ::Gives the CTO an injection from the hypospray::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: Take babies. Why .....~~~

Host EMH says:
Computer: Computer, erect a level 7 bio containment field around the surgical bay.

Host CO_Marek says:
*EMH*: I will have a little talk with you later, EMH. Marek out.

Host CO_Marek says:
::Taps like crazy trying to maintain and reinforce force fields::

CNS_Torez says:
::Begins walking around in circles and she communicates with Mysterons::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Captain, someone or something is interfering the tractor bream.  I'm trying to work around it.  ::Again reroutes power to re-engage tractor::

Host EMH says:
::Mumbles:: Yeah, like talking to me will do any good!

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: I need all extra power to be rerouted to tactical systems, on the double!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sighs and looks around Sickbay::

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The computer erects a level 7 bio containment field around the surgical bay.

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons: ~~~Yes, Why?  Why take our babies,  You...you have taken others why?~~~

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: I'm trying Sir.  ::Reroutes power as ordered::  What is on that shuttle?

Host EMH says:
::Looks at the CTO and smiles:: CTO: Now, don't worry, Commander.  This will only take a minute.  ::Nods to the medic to hand him the laser scalpel then begins the incision into the CTO's belly::

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: Newborns, Lieutenant In increasing numbers. Marek out.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Cringes::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The CTO's baby begins to dematerialize.

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons: ~~~You need to repopulate your world?  Please give us answers?~~~

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: I need that shuttle back now!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: Yes. Why take babies.~~~

Host EMH says:
::Sees the baby begin to dematerialize then grips the edges of her belly skin to close the incision:: Medic: We need to close her up!  Hand me the dermal regenerator!

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Sir, Engineering again, there has been a sabotaged computer program.  That's what was affecting the tractors.  Purging the program now! ::Purges the program:: And I'm going to try to lock transporters on those babies. ::Initializes transporter lock::

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The EMH closes the incision leaving the baby inside the CTO's belly.

Host CO_Marek says:
::Attempts to overrule autopilot sequence by inserting a complex algorithm in the command sequence::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EMH: What? What's going on?

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons: ~~~Can you take me to where the babies are?  Why take the Babies?~~~

CEO_Masters says:
::Sabotage purged, re-establishes tractor::

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: Understood. I'm trying to gain control of the shuttle.

CNS_Torez says:
::Opens eyes and looks over at CO::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The effect of the CEO activating the transporters and the transport of the unborn children aboard the station causes the transporters to malfunction. The babies are gone!

Host EMH says:
CTO: I'm afraid I have some bad news, Commander.  Someone is trying to beam your baby out of your womb.  I'm afraid to deliver it as exposure to the outside atmosphere will surely allow the baby to be transported.  It would seem your body is the only thing preventing this from happening.

CNS_Torez says:
::Shakes her head::

Host CO_Marek says:
::Sees the transporters malfunction on the MSD screen:: Self: Darn again!

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Captain!  I've lost the patterns of those infants!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: You babies.... take .... why~~~

Host CO_Marek says:
::Hits the console with his right fist::

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Sir, The Mysterons will no longer talk to me, the have what they wanted.  The Babies!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: You stop babies.~~~

Host EMH says:
::Grabs his tricorder and scans the CTO's belly again.  Eyes widen:: CTO: I'm afraid I have additional bad news, Commander.  It would seem that the transport succeeded despite my attempts at preventing it.  Your baby is gone.

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  The Voices are now silent.  No Rings, no dead feelings, no communication what so ever from them, just silence, Sir!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: Two rings of light move throughout the station.

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: I definitely can find a logic explanation for this... We are exactly as we were at the beginning

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Perks her ears and looks up at the EMH, the news sinking in::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Snarls::

Host EMH says:
::Sees the rings penetrate the forcefields around Sickbay::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Sir, I cannot get a tractor lock.

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Sir, I’m not exactly sure what you mean?

Host EMH says:
::Taps his COM badge:: *Operations*: Sickbay to Operations.  Please turn to your emergency medical channel.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: All the station systems seem to fluctuate in power and the consoles flash information across the screens as the rings of light study the systems on the station.

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: I am re-modulating ::Taps:: the force fields frequency . They seem to be useless against the Msyterions.

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: Done.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Sir, it seems the Mysterons are trying to get our station information.  They're scanning our computers.  Trying to lock them out.

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: As soon as you can, go down to the Sickbay and assist the medical staff there.

Host EMH says:
::Sees a nasty looking Vulcan face appear on his terminal screen:: *Operations*: To whom am I speaking?

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The rings of light disappear as the force fields begin to take effect.

CNS_Torez says:
::Shakes her head again in frustration::  CO:  I tried to stop them, I tried!

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: If this is not important, you better terminate this comm. And I am the Captain, you bunch of photons!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: We understand your systems. We are The Mysterons. Why have you taken our babies?~~~

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EMH: Therrre has to be something you can do! Anything!

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: According to my reading, Force fields are fully operational now, Lt

Host EMH says:
::Cringes:: *CO*: Ahh...well, I have some bad news, Captain.  Commander Rr`Vellan's baby has been mysteriously transported from her womb, despite the forcefields we set up around the surgical bay.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm going to try to search through the transporter buffers to find the infants.  ::Searches buffers::

Host EMH says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: One moment, please, Commander.  I am making a report to the....the Captain....yes, that's who he is...the Captain.

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sickbay*: What the h.... How is Commander Rr'Vellan?

CNS_Torez says:
::Hears the Mysterons again::

Host CO_Marek says:
::Notices the expression on the CNS' face:: CNS: Are they contacting you again?

CEO_Masters says:
*CO/EMH*: Captain, doctor!  I have the infants.  I'm going to beam them to the maternity section of Sickbay.  One of them is Commander Rr'Vellan's!

Host EMH says:
*CO*: Physically, she is fine....emotionally....well....that is another matter entirely.  We will keep her here for observation.  I have given her something for her pain.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: You have taken our children. You will be destroyed.~~~

CEO_Masters says:
::Initializes transporters to materialize the infants::

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: Well done, Lt! Hold on! As soon as you finish with the transportation I will erect a level 7 force field around them. *Sickbay*: see that medical teams proceed to the maternity section before force field are erect.

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons: ~~~ What do you mean you have taken OUR babies?  We have not taken YOURS... perhaps someone else has taken BOTH.  We should work together to find out who.  Agreed?~~~

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: All the infants that have been taken except for the CTO's baby rematerialize in Sickbay.

CEO_Masters says:
::Notices the partial Caitian infant is still in the buffer::  *EMH*: Doctor, the commander's baby is still in the buffer.

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Sir,  a communication from the Mysterons, They have had their children taken also, they blame us!

Host EMH says:
::Rushes to the maternity ward and sees four babies appear in the incubators:: *CEO*: Confirming receipt of four infants.

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: What? ::Thinks in the containers:: I think I am making heads and tails from this now...

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: No! You have taken our children. You will be destroyed.~~~

Host EMH says:
::Cringes:: *CEO*: Well, get it out of there!

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: I think it is time to find out what is inside the containers... ::Raises an eyebrow::

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Yes, Sir, it is.

CEO_Masters says:
*EMH*: I'm trying, doctor.  I can't get a signal to the maternity ward.  The only other place I can think if is Rr'Vellan's womb.  What's her coordinates?

Host EMH says:
::Rushes back to the CTO's bio bed:: CTO: They have located your baby, Commander.  They are trying to beam it back here.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: A Star Fleet transport appears on sensors.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EMH: Back herrre?

Host EMH says:
*CEO* For crying out loud, man!  Lock onto her COM badge and beam the child back into her womb, STAT!

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Energizing!

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons:~~~ Will you allow us time to find out what is happening...we what to help you!~~~

Host CO_Marek says:
<OPS> CO: An approaching Starfleet Transport, Sir.

Host CO_Marek says:
OPS: Is it Captain Tillen's ship?

Host EMH says:
::Grabs his tricorder and begins scanning the CTO's belly, in anticipation of the baby returning::

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees a spark fly:: *EMH*: Doctor, I have a power spike here!

CNS_Torez says:
CO:  Sir I suggest we go open those containers.

CEO_Masters says:
::Finishes transport to the womb, and checks readings:: *EMH*: Doctor, can the commander reply to me?

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_OPS> COM: Kootenai: This is the USS Atlas. Requesting permission to dock.

Host CO_Marek says:
CNS: I think we should pay a visit to Cargo Section now.

Host EMH says:
::Mumbles something not nice:: *CEO*: She is sedated....well, sort of.  Reading the babies bio signature now.

CNS_Torez says:
::Leaves Ops along with CO::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Feels very groggy::

CEO_Masters says:
*EMH*: Inform her she now the proud mother of... twins.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_CO> COM: Kootenai: This is Captain Tillen. I want to speak to the station commander.

Host CO_Marek says:
COM : Atlas: This is Capt. Marek. ::Taps on his console:: I am afraid I must deny permission for the moment. I need to speak to Capt. Tillen on the double!

Host CO_Marek says:
::Sees the CNS heading to the TL:: CNS: Wait a minute, Commander

Host EMH says:
CTO: Good news on two fronts, Commander.  ::Gently slaps her cheeks to wake her up:: Your babies are fine and have been returned to your womb.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Blinks:: EMH: Hmm…babies?

CEO_Masters says:
*EMH*: The power spike caused her baby to split into two identical twins.

CNS_Torez says:
::Turns slightly::

Host CO_Marek says:
COM: Atlas: We are experimenting severe system malfunctions. Docking could be a dangerous maneuver right now. I will explain this to Capt. Tillen.

Host EMH says:
::Glances at the tricorder readings and his eyes widen again:: Medic: PREPARE FOR EMERGENCY DELIVERY!

CEO_Masters says:
*EMH*: Doctor, would you need another hand over there?

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_CO> COM: CO: This is Captain Tillen. I have express orders as do you Captain.

Host EMH says:
CTO: We have to deliver the babies, NOW!  Computer: Computer, lock onto Commander Rr`Vellan's babies and beam them directly to the maternity ward.  Energize!

Host CO_Marek says:
::Mumbles:: CNS: Get a tactical tricorder and perform a full scan over the containers. ::Taps on his console notifying the sec teams assigned to Cargo Storage Area:: You will inform the results only to me. Proceed.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The support ships maneuver around the station.

Host EMH says:
*CEO*: Not now, man!  I'm busy delivering those babies!

CNS_Torez says:
::Nods and continues into enter the TL::

CEO_Masters says:
*EMH*: That's what I was going to help you with.  The transporters not at full power!

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The two babies are beamed out of the CTO's womb and into the waiting incubators in the maternity ward.

Host EMH says:
*CEO*: Two little babies...don't need full power.  Transport is complete.  EMH, out!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons> ~~~CNS: These ships will not help you. You will still be destroyed.~~~

CEO_Masters says:
::Hears the delivery's successful, and lets out an exhale::

CNS_Torez says:
::Directs TL to Cargo Bay::

Host CO_Marek says:
COM: Capt. Tillen. As your sensors reading may now inform you, our Station is a total chaos. The Mysterons are attacking us, claiming for their stolen babies.

Host EMH says:
::Motions for the medic to bring the incubators to the CTO:: CTO: Congratulations, Commander....you are the proud mother of twins...one boy, one girl.

CEO_Masters says:
Computer: Lock onto the layette set wrapped in my quarters and make a duplicate set.

Host CO_Marek says:
::Waits for Capt. Tillen reaction before sharing any other information::

CNS_Torez says:
Mysterons: ~~~ I don't intent to ask any ships to help me,  I will help you...if you give me time~~~

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Gives the EMH a look not unlike a rabbit gives an oncoming train::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_CO> COM:CO: Captain Marek, I don't know anything about babies. You are to let us dock immediately. Lives are at stake man!

Host EMH says:
ACTION: The medic comes into the surgical bay pushing two incubators containing the CTO's babies.

CNS_Torez says:
::Enters Cargo Storage area, grabbing tactical Tricorder from one of the guards at the door::

Host EMH says:
<Medic> ::Smiles at the babies then at the CTO:: CTO: The babies are doing fine, Commander.  Congratulations!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Mysterons>~~~CNS: Help us? How?~~~

CNS_Torez says:
::Begins scanning special containers::

CEO_Masters says:
::Tries to keep a lock down on the power and the computer::

Host CO_Marek says:
COM : Atlas CO: Of course, our lives are at stake right now, Captain. ::Taps on his console:: But we can't avoid Mysterons to interfere with our systems. Docking your ships to the Station would be extremely risky for all of us.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EMH: How come therrre arrre two?

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The transport’s escorts take up an offensive posture around the station.

CNS_Torez says:
::Shuts off communicating with Mysterons::

Host EMH says:
CTO: I'm not certain, Commander.  Prior to the beam out of your baby there was only one.  When the CEO beamed your baby back, one turned into two.

Host CO_Marek says:
COM : Atlas CO: If you find a way to make a secure docking maneuver, let's proceed immediately... ::Tries to buy some time for the CNS to scan the containers::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sits up and looks over the two sleeping babies:: Self: Hmmm

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security Officer> CNS: You must leave now Commander. Please don't make me use this. ::Points a phaser at her::

Host EMH says:
::Grabs tricorder and scans the babies for DNA matching:: CTO: These are indeed your babies, Commander.  ::Smiles::

Host EMH says:
CTO: Is there someone.....the father perhaps...that you would like me to notify?

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_CO> COM:CO: Very well Captain. Tillen out.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EMH: He's away giving a lecturrre.

CNS_Torez says:
Guard:  I have permission from CO to be hear, did you not get his communication?

CNS_Torez says:
::Continues scanning cargo::

Host EMH says:
::Nods:: CTO: Ahh...well, he'll certainly have a big surprise when he gets back!

Host CO_Marek says:
*CNS*: Hurry up, Commander, we only have a few minutes.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security Officer> CNS: I have explicit orders not to let anyone in here or to scan or touch the containers. Place your tricorder on the floor and back away. Now!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: The energy from the tricorder scanning the container causes the container to vibrate.

Host EMH says:
CTO: Now, you just lie back and relax.  You and your babies are going to be a guest of Sickbay for at least another day.

CNS_Torez says:
Security Officer:: I will not!  :: Taps COM badge::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
EHM: Oh, okay.

Host EMH says:
CTO: Just don't get near those bio beds in the corner, Commander.  ::Points to the biobeds containing the two humanoid blanks::

CEO_Masters says:
::Notices an energy signal from the cargo hold:: *Security*: This is engineering.  I read an energy spike in that area.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security> CNS: Drop the tricorder now, Commander.

Host CO_Marek says:
::Opens a secure frequency to USS Atlas:: COM: Capt. Tillen:: This Captain Marek again. I am using this security frequency in order to ask you a vital question. What is inside the containers? This could the difference between our survival and our complete destruction.

CNS_Torez says:
*CO*:  I have report, I will see you in Main Ops momentarily!  though I a problem with this Security Guard!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Shudders:: EMH: Of courrrse.

Host EMH says:
CTO: I'll be back in a few minutes to check on you and your babies.  Try to get some rest.  ::Turns and walks to the maternity ward to check on the other infants::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<A_CO> COM: CO: I want to tell you Captain. But I must speak with you in person. "Others" may be listening even on this channel.

Host CO_Marek says:
*CNS*: Understood. *Security Officer*: This is Capt. Marek. Commander Torez has my express authorization to proceed inside the Storage Area. Read the console next to you! Marek out.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Captain!  There's an energy spike detected in the cargo hold with those containers!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sighs and lies back down::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security> *CO*: I am sorry Sir. I have explicit orders that no one except Captain Tillen or his designee may scan or touch the containers.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
ACTION: A second container begins to vibrate and the first one is vibrating more violently.

Host CO_Marek says:
COM: Atlas CO: Capt. Tillen, as soon as we stabilize our systems, please beam aboard the Station, directly to my Ready Room, on Level 8. I am looking forward to hear what you have to say, Captain. Marek out.

CNS_Torez says:
::Looks with disgust at the Security Officer::  Security Officer:  Your orders will be dealt with  later!

CEO_Masters says:
*Security*: Engineering to cargo hold 38C!  The rogue energy reading is doubling!  Evacuate immediately!

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sec*: I am overruling those orders and taking full responsibility for that. That is all! Am I clear!

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security> CNS: We must leave immediately and secure this area. Counselor, I must insist that you give me the tricorder.

CNS_Torez says:
::  Closes the tricorder and side steps the guard::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security> *CO*: I am sorry Sir. Starfleet orders are very explicit.

CNS_Torez says:
::Sighs::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Captain, who is near that storage hold with the containers other than the security guard?

Host CO_Marek says:
*Sec*: Don 't give a hard time. I have enough troubles right now. Just proceed as I tell you! ::Shouts:: That's an order!!!!

Host CO_Marek says:
*CEO*: The security team and Commander Torez, Mr. Masters.

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<Security> CNS: Commander? ::Puts out his hand to receive the tricorder::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Thank you, Masters out.  ::Runs out of Main Engineering and tries to rush to level 38-C::

CNS_Torez says:
::Sighs::

Host ASM_SteveS says:
<<<<<<<<<< Pause Kootenai Mission >>>>>>>>>>
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